
Trusted to Deliver the Future of  
Military Air Traffic Management

DELIVERING 
CRITICAL  
SERVICES



Ensuring military aircraft can operate as safely and 
efficiently as possible is paramount, and a responsibility few 
organisations can aspire to. But at Aquila it is what we do  
every day, and our customers know they are in safe hands.   
We have a proven track record as the UK Ministry of 
Defence’s (MoD’s) trusted partner for the delivery of support 
and services in military Air Traffic Management (ATM).  
Using our team of world-class industry partners, we deliver 
the latest generation of ATM technologies to ensure the  
long-term security and longevity of future operations.

And it is not just about the delivery of the latest technology – 
Aquila also has an unrivalled capacity to provide support and 
services in the ATM domain. Our innovative support model 
comprises a network of highly qualified ATM technicians – 
based across the UK and internationally, and backed up  
by a 24/7/365 service desk – who provide our customers with 
a rapid response to technical issues on Programme Marshall 
and beyond.  

Prime Contractor to the MOD for Programme Marshall

• Marshall will deliver a modernised and full suite of ATM systems at military airfields in the UK and overseas
• Marshall’s scope covers new control tower equipment such as radar displays, ground-to-air radios,  
 voice communication, control systems and record & replay equipment, plus navigation and landing  
 aids, and deployable ATM systems
• Marshall will provide a cost effective and sustainable ATC service for the UK MoD until 2037 and an  
 enabling pathway to adopt future, next-generation technologies
• Marshall also mitigates against the longer term risk of legacy equipment no longer being  
 supported by one or more systems providers

Our scale offers the 
advantage of greater 
organisational agility 

and a more  
competitive cost base



Delivering real benefits

• We act as a ‘one-stop shop’ for end-to-end military ATM solutions
• Our optimised UK-wide maintenance capability is supported by multiple  
 locations using a regional ‘hub and spoke’ model 
• This Is backed up by Service Level Agreements and Key Performance  
 Indicators to ensure full performance compliance – for instance through  
 the use of availability based offerings

An unrivalled set of military ATM capabilities

• We are an integrator of systems offering the best-of-the-best turnkey  
 solutions from world-class equipment providers
• We support Communication, Navigation & Surveillance (CNS) systems  
 across all regions of the UK as well as in Cyprus, Gibraltar and the  
 Falkland Islands
• Our centralised service desk and reporting structures ensure the fastest  
 possible response times
• Our engineers are fully Air Traffic Safety Electronics Personnel  
 (ATSEP) qualified
• Our scale offers the advantage of greater organisational agility and a  
 more competitive cost base, compared to our rivals
• We can tap into the extensive experience and capability of systems  
 suppliers and operators, and a world class team of industry partners

Why Aquila?

Find out more about Aquila at: www.aquila-atms.com

We act as a  
‘one-stop shop’  
for end-to-end  

military Air Traffic 
Control solutions

• Restructure ‘piecemeal’ support contracts, whilst ensuring  
 that CNS equipment can continue to be maintained to the  
 highest standards
• Re-deploy resources to other priority tasks, freeing up  
 spare capacity and reducing headcount 
• Re-focus resource more effectively through the use of a  
 ‘Whole Force’ concept
• Optimise existing procurement and support solutions in  
 the pursuit of cost savings
• Leverage experience on Programme Marshall to support  
 windfarms, air defence projects and support Queen Elizabeth Class  
 carriers for the Royal Navy
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